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YURI HERRERA
“Yuri Herrera has entered through the golden door in Mexican literature... Not a sliver of beating around
the bush: his body of work is categorical and definitive.” Elena Poniatowska
Yuri Herrera was born in Actopan, Mexico, in 1970.
He obtained a degree in Political Science at UNAM
and a master’s degree in Creative Writing from the
University of Texas at El Paso. He also obtained a
PhD on Spanish Language and Literature from the
University of California (Berkeley). He has worked
in advertising, social research and at UNAM’s
film archive. He has been a teacher at North Carolina (Charlotte) and Iberoamericana (Mexico City).
Currently, he is a teacher at Tulane University (New Orleans). He has published short stories, articles and
reports in newspapers and magazine in the U.S., Latin America and Spain such as El País, Reforma, La
Jornada, El Malpensante, Letras Libres or Ward and Peace, besides many anthologies. He was for many
years editor in chief and founder of the literary magazine el perro.
“Trabajos del reino, a drug trafficking novel and implicit criticism of drug trafficking novels, was already a
little literary jewel. Five years later, Herrera has gone beyond all expectations with Señales que precederán
al fin del mundo (…) where he is once again master of his resources and takes them to extremes of
enormous efficiency and linguistic beauty. It’s as though the grandchildren of Pedro Páramo or Susana San
Juan had become wetbacks from the beginning of the twenty first century.” Jorge Volpi, Milenio
“The characteristic Herrera‐style brevity takes a step forward here with an expressive skill that makes an
impact more for its restraint than its excess, more for this demanding rigor in expression than in the use
of an easy adjective...It is a tough novel, like those that come from a border area besieged by extreme
violence, but also strangely comforting, largely thanks to its exceptional literary quality.” Rodrigo Pinto, El
País
“If the word is the essence of literature, Yuri Herrera makes it the protagonist of his novel. His style is an
extremely elaborate oral tradition which feeds Mexican speech, but built on such personal resources that it
give his prose a trademark. Laconic dialogues with powerful subtexts loaded with an extensive vocabulary
full of Mexican twists and terms invented by the author to unfold this universe sown from his imagination
under a perspective of bitter humor, painful laughs and comic tears.” Arturo García Ramos, ABC
“Herrera takes the reader where and how he wants by what he tells and his way of telling it: overwhelming
musicality and rhythmic and graceful prose full of colloquialisms, something that resembles his countrymen
Sada and Élmer Mendoza.” Ernesto Calabuig, El Mundo
“To express the desolation, fear, emptiness, distorted relationships, and lies that unmask truths it is
necessary to activate language, reinvent it, and this is what Yuri Herrera, one of the most powerful of the
new Mexican fiction authors, has done with particular efficiency in The Transmigration of Bodies.” J. A.
Masoliver Ródenas, La Vanguardia
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Trabajos del reino (Kingdom Pros)
978-84-92865-05-5 | 128 pages

In Kingdom Pros (First Prize Otras voces, otros ámbitos, awarded by
100 personalities in the Spanish world of publishing and National
Prize Border of Words), narrated from the perspective of a composer
of ballads, the reader watches a panorama of the ‘palatial lifestyle’ of a
drugs cartel unfold. Lobo, the main character and the novel’s narrator,
has been marginalised since birth. He has no education, but he is
overflowing with a talent that lets him turn significant events into
song and that makes him an Artist. One afternoon, he bumps into the
man who will change his life… So, reconstructing the inner world of
the cartel in everyday
language that is not lacking in lyricism, he demonstrates his excellent
ear and, in a tone that at times takes on the register of childhood fables
and at others that of a Shakespearian tragedy, the words of the Artist
draw us into a castle in which happiness appears to reign, but where
there is a constant undercurrent of intrigue.
Rights sold: French (Gallimard), German (S. Fischer), Dutch (Wereldbibliotheek), Norwegian (Cappelen Damm), Finnish (Sammakko),
Portuguese –Brazil– (Bertrand), Italian (La Nuova Frontiera), English –UK, USA– (And Other Stories), English –Australia– (Text), Swedish
(Nilsson Forlag), Croatian (Fraktura), Greek (Kastaniotis), Turkish (Notos Kitap)

Señales que precederán al fin del mundo
(Signs Preceding the End of the World)
978-84-92865-06-2 | 128 pages

Sings Preceding the End of the World is, without a doubt, one of the
most singular of all the books written in Spanish during this last turn
of the century. And also one of the most beautiful and precise. Like
in his previous novel, Kingdom Pros, Yuri Herrera does not “simply”
write about Mexico and the border, but rather he creates his Mexico
through stories and legends of the past and present. And he sketches
with precision the map of a territory that is even more mammoth, as
much made of what is real and on the earth as what is under the earth
and belongs to mythology, to pre-Colombian cultures.
The person who travels through this territory by way of the nine
stages of myths is Makina, a character without comparison in
today’s literature and as real as she seems, despite living in what is
perhaps an underworld. It’s enough to read two pages, or one, of
this book, and it won’t take anything else: no reader will be able to escape this fabulous story that tells
much more than Makina’s trip in search of her brother. Sings Preceding the End of the World was selected
among the best books of 2009 by the Spanish newspaper El País.
Rights sold: French (Gallimard), German (S. Fischer), Dutch (Wereldbibliotheek), Norwegian (Cappelen Damm), Finnish (Sammakko),
Portuguese –Brazil– (Bertrand), Italian (La Nuova Frontiera), English –UK, USA– (And Other Stories), English –Australia– (Text), Swedish
(Nilsson Forlag), Croatian (Fraktura), Greek (Kastaniotis), Turkish (Notos Kitap)
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La transmigración de los cuerpos
(The Transmigration of Bodies)
978-84-92865-69-7 | 136 pages

The last novel by Yuri Herrera after his international success with
Kingdom Pros and Signs Preceding the End of the World: The
Transmigration of Bodies tells the story of an individual that has to
take to the streets at a time when everything is telling him to stay
locked inside. An epidemic, love and death, sex and fright. Paternity
and future. An atopia. The Alfaqueque and the Tres Veces Rubia
(The Thrice Blonde), the key characters among a fascinating group.
Yuri Herrera’s third novel is a prodigy of magic and masterfulness,
and it is also a text that outruns every convention: a novel of these
times and a novel of future times. A novel about what’s fundamental
in life and about the things that make us humans and, sometimes,
also deny our human condition. Fear and death. And in a certain
manner, reincarnation: not the transmigration of souls but of bodies.
Rarely has contemporary literature produced such an atemporal
book. A masterpiece.
Rights sold: French (Gallimard), German (S. Fischer), Dutch (Wereldbibliotheek), Norwegian (Cappelen Damm), Finnish (Sammakko),
Portuguese –Brazil– (Bertrand), Italian (Feltrinelli), English –UK, USA– (And Other Stories), English –Australia– (Text), Swedish (Nilsson
Forlag), Croatian (Fraktura), Greek (Kastaniotis), Turkish (Notos Kitap)

JUAN CÁRDENAS
Juan Cárdenas was born in Popayán, Colombia, in 1978,
and lives in Bogotá. He is one of the most promising figures
in Latin American literature. He has published the nouvelle
Zumbido (2010), recently translated in French. Currently
he works as a translator of authors such as William
Faulkner, Gordon Lish, Muriel Spark, Norman Mailer,
Nathaniel Hawthorne, Eça de Queiros o Machado de Assis.
Between 2008 and 2010, Cárdenas received a fellowship
for writers at the prestigious Residencia de Estudiantes in
Madrid.

“The author chooses a voice interrupted with interior monologues that takes shape through
a kind of anthropological and sociolinguistic courage. The lyricism and democratic polyphony
–the living and the dead, the rich and poor, black and white, Indian, the interference of advertising speech–
which are all part of the best Latin American literature are also present here.” Marta Sanz, El confidencial
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Los estratos (The Layers)
978-84-92865-72-7 | 204 pages

Far from all pre-established models that deal with Latin American realities
from apocalyptic overstatements or a vain celebration of the exotic, The
Layers is a radical stake for literature attached to writing –conceived here
as a practice for transforming daily life and a reflection on the manner
personal, social and historical narratives are constructed. By means of a
voice, constantly intervened by other several voices –an insidious rumor
that reminds the chanceful clash of sounds in Williams Mix, John Cage’s
famous artwork–, this novel tells the story of a man haunted by the need
to reconstruct a blurred childhood reminiscence, while the essential
elements of his private life crumble day by day. Close to the atmosphere of
the earlier films by Antonioni (The Eclipse or The Red Desert), The Layers
is also a machine that reveals hidden links between the most intimate
personal experiences and political violence –whit its diverse discourses–, which eventually transforms the
book into a philosophic exploration of the forms of desire in contemporary capitalism, in a context so
contradictory and unfair as Colombian society in the beginning of the 21th Century.

Ornamento (Ornament)
978-84-16291-07-6 | 176 pages

Close to the fantastic genre, but with its own particular features that take
it further and beyond, Ornament tells the story of an encounter between
a scientist and a group of volunteers that will serve as guinea pigs to test a
new recreational drug that only works on women. Among them, a special
case: A strange woman only known as “Number 4” will get sentimentally
involved with the scientist and his wife: A prestigious artist in a dry spell.
The advent of Number 4 in the life of the couple will have a devastating
and corrosive effect on their certainties stemming from social and
economical privilege.
Ornament is written in an addictive prose, couldn’t have been said better.
It’s a journey to the core of evil. It explores hate-ridden societies. It’s also
a horror novel that tries to decipher how much subjects are influenced
by political history in their intimacy. Partisan hate is at work here as a
starting point, an unconscious origin: The collective unconscious speaks through its characters when drugs
make them talk. In sum, it’s a provocation to the reader inviting them to think of art as the proper field to
examine the evil that has seduced us.
Rights sold: Italian (Sur)

“In this story Cárdenas manages once again to describe a Latin American stage in detail without mentioning
places or countries: just the attitudes and accents of its characters.” Verónica Figueroa, El País
“Cárdenas has one of the sharpest and most precise prose of the current Spanish-speaking literature. His
prose knows how to move out seconds from a bare surgery of the sexual baroque into the extreme conten‐
tion of the unchained poetry in spite of preserving some restraint. The irony used to describe the mecha‐
nisms of neocapitalism is simply brutal.” Jorge Carrión, Otra Parte
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RITA INDIANA
Rita Indiana was born in
Santo Domingo in 1977.
During her childhood, she
visited her father in the USA,
where he worked in trade
(although he did so for the
mafia until he was killed).
She studied in a Catholic
school and started university
majoring in Art History and
Design. She is a key figure in
current Caribbean literature,
a model militant feminist,
she has an army of devoted
fans thanks to her electromerengue-beat group Rita Indiana & Los Misterios, which mixes conceptual art, popular Caribbean
music, Afro-Caribbean traditions and social criticism with a fresh, new sound and frenetic rhythms.
Versatile, cosmopolitan and transgressive, Rita Indiana is a rising star in both the world of contemporary
Caribbean music and literature. She has written the novels La estrategia de Chochueca (The Chochueca
Strategy), Papi (Daddy), which has become a cult classic in the Caribbean, and Nombres y animales
(Names and Animals).

“Rita Indiana gives us in The Maid a Caribbean dystopia
where the usual big topics are updated from a scheme
woven between Dominican Republic, Puerto Rico or Cuba.
Always with the presence of Haiti shaking everyone’s
fate as the unburied zombie of a revolution turned
catastrophe.” Iván de la Nuez, El País Semanal
“An ambitious and labyrinthic literary feat that marks the
consecration of a great writer.” Elena Sierra, El Correo
“An unbridled critique against the windmills of Third World
capitalism under the generic cloak of science-fiction. The
unusual strength of this writer is provocative and very
free.” Ricardo Baixeras, El Periódico de Catalunya
Unclassifiable and wonderful novel ranging from Oceans
pollution to sex. From some current art scene to the Goya’s
prints or the Afro-Antillean deities of the Caribbean.”
Estrella de Diego, El País
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La mucama de Omicunlé (Omicunlé Maid)
978-84-16291-08-3 | 184 pages

This overwhelming novel is allegedly the consecration of Rita Indiana as a writer. There are so many layers
and fascinating twists that she flees from every synthesis, every straight-jacketing attempt. Even more,
there is just an enthusiastic reading invitation from the editors.
For those who need some clues, here’s the summary: the story begins in the apartment of a Santera
priestess and adviser to Dominican President Esther Escudero, also called Omicunlé: Thanks to an Afrocuban rite she becomes the server of the Sea Goddess Yemayá. Her young maid, Alcide Figueroa was
saved from prostitution by Esther thanks to the aid of another key character: Eric Vitier. She’s about to
live a story of pasts, presents and futures, in a vertiginous narration apparently impossible outside the
story.
The Afro-Antillean deities who inhabit the Caribbean sea, the traditional and the electronic music, the
sex in all its forms (even the change of sex), the buccaneers of the 17th Century, the Goya’s engravings, are
other foundations that build this text full of intrigues and desire. It’s full of edges and false certainties. It is
also full of plots and subplots.
Rights sold: English –UK, USA– (And Other Stories), German (Wagenbach Verlag), Norwegian (Solum Bokvennen)

Nombres y animales (Names and Animals) 978-84-92865-80-2 | 208 pages
Papi (Daddy) 978-84-92865-40-6 | 224 pages
Blowing magical realism to pieces, while taking inspiration, in some sense, from the total freedom of
story-telling, she constructs a narrative edifice in this novel governed by an endearing adolescent (who
from the very first pages becomes a key part of the reader’s life) and inhabited by a family that (although it
sounds contradictory) is as peculiar as it is ordinary.
While the main character’s parents leave the Caribbean to visit the 1992 Universal
Exposition in Seville, Indiana works in the veterinary clinic of her aunt Celia and uncle Fin, who are
drawn with the author’s characteristic precision and unique humor. Bizarre stories, nameless animals,
illegitimate children, abused Haitians, lovers from the past… as well as the present. And, of course, like
every summer at that age, sexual discovery (including her attraction to other girls). Meaning Armenia,
Radamés, Vita, Guido, Cutty, Mandy, Uriel, Claudia… Magic and astonishment at times; mystery and
desire at others. She brings a double twist to the Latin American soap opera and to the coming-of-age
novel. A smash hit of a novel, written in a state of grace.
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In his previous novel Daddy a frenzied eight-year-old girl, “a spoiled daddy’s girl”, awaits her father, a
Dominican gangster she adores and who always arrives without warning, like a monster in a terror film.
Papi appears, disappears and reappears, loaded with dollars and an endless stream of cars, girlfriends and
gifts. He embodies, as critic Juan Duchesne
Winter pointed out, the “global neo-macho” and tropical success story, who leads all those around him to
hallucinate: “The problem is that papi, like the Messiah, always appears but never arrives (…) Daddy is a
circular delirium that, as such, pins his realism on the very fantasy in which his speech churns with hardly
any chance of escape.” Papi is an extraordinary, highly unique and powerful novel about relationships
between parents and children set against a background of drug trafficking in the Caribbean.
Rights sold: Italian (NN Editore)

“Rita Indiana plays with Caribbean slang at her whim, occasionally peppering it with
Spanglish and polluting it with American mass media.” Diego A. Manrique, El País Semanal
“Flow fiction, syncopated with street poetry phrasing, with the cadence of merengue on speed and a
strange taste set to beat poetry sifted through the filter of magical realism.” Xavi Sancho, El País
“And what’s different here does not simply come from this unapologetic linguistic cacophony that
blends ethnography with the Anglo‐Saxon colonization, innocence and tenderness with perversion,
and any reader can empathize (by, say, their rejection of academics and rules). Most interesting are the
hundred‐and‐one silent and underground revolutions that take place within the narrative, breaking the
mold and dissolving stereotypes most of all.” Carolina León, notodo.com
“Rita Indiana builds a narrative structure in Papi that has “the cadence of merengue” and the look of a lonely
girl who could be a cross between One Hundred Years of Solitude and Misery and ends up being a pop novel,
paying homage to popular culture, not only Latin American but American culture as well.” Laura Fernández,
El Mundo
“Nombres y animales: One summer initiation in the life of a teenager… A female character extremely well
supported by this teenage look where boredom and awe, elation and sadness, sensuality and astonishment,
pass in a dance whose rhythm never lets up.” Rodrigo Pinto, Babelia

MARÍA VIRGINIA JAUA
“The Idea of the Ash is a book of painless bereavement, or little pain, at least not the over-condensed omni‐
present pain found in other books dealing with death of the loved one. Its originality, as well as the author’s
boldness, purposely transfer Derrida’s thought into the novelesque.” Isaac Rosa, El País
“In The Idea of the Ash there is something more than a testimonial composition on bereavement. It’s about
the balance between thinking and feeling and loss as an element that messes up this process. That time
when life bargains with death. The gesture of picking up all that has been experienced in the balance of the
remaining life.” Karina Sainz Borgo, Vozpopuli
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Idea de la ceniza (The Idea of the Ash)
978-84-16291-22-9 | 176 pages

Is there actually something that those who love like the most than
talking about love? Examine it, remember it minutely, observe
it and analyse it. Into the past: What did we say? What were we
thinking about? What did we want? And into the future: Where
will we be? Will we still be in love? Talk about love and piece it
together, after the death of the loved one, after the loss, in order
not to miss any detail, to convince ourselves that we have actually
experienced it, that we are experiencing it, that we won’t forget
any word told, and that all that ceremony rescues it and saves it
from among all the rest of the loves of the world and among all
the rest of the words of love, that they are unique even though
they are always the same ones. In the emails sent between lovers
in this daring novel (oft-times transformed into essay, and demands a special attention and complicity from the reader), seduction mixes with some kind of telepathy and mutual findings reveal
an ancient knowledge of each other. The lovers are torn apart
by a huge ocean, that saves, in spite of the deep fissure that all exile opens, the intimacy of the epistolary
genre, in which two almost inaudible written voices, understand themselves by lip reading each other, this
coloured in borderline flesh is not only in the inside or outside of our own body, but in-between one body
and another. Flesh that trembles with desire and enunciates the longing of reunion. “Everything in this
book”, says the author, is as if responding to one of the essential questions laying underneath the text, “is
epitaph”. A captivating demanding first novel in which silences mean as much as the excesses of love and
the language of the lovers that “star it”.
“The wealth of speech in The Idea of the Ash manages to attach to bereavement its antidote, as if pain and
happiness were a two-faced Jano, that Roman mythology god that is the God of the Doorways, the beginnings
and the ends. In this book there are many porticos that open unexpectedly, and unexpected beginnings at
the other end of the Atlantic, and even more unforeseen or unsuspected endings, but at the same time that
human life so rich in affections and effects is what has allowed the physical existence of such a beautiful work
and of such a complicated definition or listing like this.” Luis Francisco Pérez, El Estado Mental
María Virginia Jaua was born in Madrid in 1971 to Venezuelan parents, She
has lived in Caracas, Mexico, Paris, Beirut and Madrid. From her diverse
origins comes her interest in travelling, nomad cultures, the diaspora,
freedom of thought, borders trespassing and cultural diversity beyond
literary and artistic genres. She majored in Mass Communication, specialised
in journalism, in the Universidad Central de Venezuela, and in Hispanic
Language and Literature by the Universidad Nacional Autónoma de
México. Afterwards she went on to do a Masters in Modern Literature and
Gender studies, Arts and Francophone Literature in the Sorbonne Nouvelle
University, Paris 3. Recently she presented her first film essay, The 3 Eras
–in process–, based on José Luis Brea’s book The 3 Eras of Image (Akal,
2010), and did the curation for the exhibition This –hasn’t– been / Visuality
Techniques for the Dos de Mayo Art Museum in Mostoles, Madrid.
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VICENTE VALERO
Las transiciones (The Transitions)
978-84-16291-33-5 | 120 pages

Franco’s death and the political transition become the
backdrop in which the main characters of Ibizan writer
Vicente Valero’s new novel function, “four inseparable
friends” who live their own particular transition, from
childhood to adolescence, in a tumultuous epoch of fast and
unpredictable changes, and in a small closed community,
insular, devoted mainly to tourism. The narrator casts back
to that time that was –beyond its political significance– a rich
background for discoveries, fears, expectations, in which
adults had to adapt to the new circumstances and find a new
place in the new looming society that was being inaugurated,
under the attentive and often bemused look of adolescents.
The friends reunion 20 years after to attend the burial of
one of them provokes a double remembrance: that of those
childhood years and the day of the dead friend’s funeral,
when the “inseparable friends” then already youngsters
transitioning into maturity. Once again, an inspired Valero
offers us a magnificent work on both the individual and
collective memories. Novel of transitions, in which its author, with a prose that collects with the same
expressiveness affection and humour, the historical facts and the personal impressions, fiction and reality,
it pictures an essential portrait of the Children of The Transition.
“The Transitions manages to imprint a generational tone to the particular experiences of its characters,
related to the narrow boundaries of a small capital portrayed at the end of The Dictatorship, that is
approached through the evolution of its main characters, including the narrator himself, whom he presents in
two different critical stages, the passage from childhood to adolescence and from youth to maturity.” Ignacio
F. Garmendia, Diario de Sevilla
“Sentimental chronicle of a generation that went from playing with the collecting cards of the middle-class
Catholicism and the itchiness of sex and the political periphery to become the leading youth of a censorshipfree future. Sociology, personal story, coming-to-age film between memory and fiction, the collective and
personal lives as homage and therapy.” Guillermo Busutil, La Opinión de Málaga
“Just three books within a couple of years had been enough for Vicente Valero to stand out as one of the
greatest representatives of recent Spanish narrative. There will be who states that others make it in one
stroke, but let’s admit that shaking off the poet branding –field in which the author performed his first
literary feats– and obtain credibility as prosaist is something more difficult than it seems.” Alejandro Luque,
Mercurio
Rights sold: German (Berenberg Verlag)
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A story of Africanist army members, Second Republic Commanders, professional chess players and dancers,
against the backdrop of colonial Africa, Spanish Civil War, exile in France, Ibiza in the seventies. Definitely one
of the most important first Spanish novels in recent years.

Los extraños (The Strangers) 978-84-92865-87-1 | 176 pages

Whether unfortunate or happy, that is to say, similar or
different –according to Tolstoy’s famous definition–, every
family have their strange ones: those individuals whom only
a handful of news about them are known yet often come up
because some mysterious event that have happened to them,
their odd jobs or the strength of their unique personality,
which makes them distance themselves from the ordinary
course of the family. Often elusive faces on the brink of being
completely forgotten.
To rescue them from this last frontier and to satisfy an
old curiosity –originated, purely and naively, from the
disconnected stories heard during childhood– the narrator
brings together four of his strangers in this extraordinary
book to try to piece together, using a few inherited
memories but also venturing into personal research (travels,
documents, etc.), the trajectory of the lives of each one, their
ambitions and failures, and to identify the main reason for
their strangeness and, therefore, their estrangement.

“Vicente Valero has written a great book, because he has successfully provided artistic direction to the
absence of a complete or reliable history. Everything relies on chasing trails that have almost disappeared,
but this is not a liability. On the contrary, the reason for his artistic success is found in this fundamental
ellipsis.” José María Pozuelo Yvancos, ABC
“The Strangers has the austere beauty of the best elegies and the mark left by the inevitability of these
readings.” J. Ernesto Ayala‐Dip, El País
“An excellent writer. He was right in naturally choosing essential data that rounds out his characters. It
is precisely this way of telling the story which gives it the closeness of a chronic without hindering in the
quality of the writing.” Ricardo Senabre, El Mundo
Rights sold: German (Berenberg Verlag)
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Vicente Valero was born in the island of Ibiza in 1963 and is one of the leading poets of his generation,
the author of six books of poems, including Teoría solar (Solar Theory) (1992), Libro de los trazados
(The Book of Tracings) (2005) and Días del bosque (Days of the Forest) (2008), for which he received
the Loewe International Poetry Prize in 2007. As a prose writer he has published the biographical
essay Experiencia y pobreza. Walter Benjamin en Ibiza, 1932-1933. (Experience and Poverty. Walter
Benjamin in Ibiza, 1932-1933) (2001), which has been translated into French and German, as well as
Viajeros contemporáneos (Contemporary Travellers) (2004) and Diario de un acercamiento (Diary of an
Approach) (2008), books that blend the poetics of travel, personal memory and artistic reflection. Valero
was also the editor of La Estación Total con las Canciones de la Nueva Luz (The Complete Season with
Songs from a New Light) (1994) by Juan Ramón Jiménez and Walter Benjamin’s correspondence in
Ibiza, Cartas de la época de Ibiza (Letters from the Time of Ibiza) (2008).

El arte de la fuga (The Art of Escape)
978-84-16291-10-6 | 104 pages

The three extensive stories that compose this beautiful book recreate, from
fiction, three single historical episodes. However, they’re not exempt of
mystery, and therefore they are favourable to the riskiest assumptions. The
protagonists of these stories are three mystical poets: John of the Cross,
Friedrich Hölderlin and Fernando Pessoa.
The first story tells the last days and death of the mystic of Ávila in the
autumn of 1591 in a convent of Úbeda. The second, follows the steps of the
romantic poet from Burdeos (where he had arrived for a post as a teacher)
to Stuttgart in the spring of 1802. The third describes the night of the 8th of
March, 1914. That night, the Portuguese poet conceived the first of his famous
pseudonyms: Alberto Caeiro. Despite the fact that all of them were born in different times, these three
authors have several things in common: Besides the high quality of their work, the same vital and poetic
impulse towards a plenitude that only seems to be reachable on extreme territories (death, madness, soul
projection). They inflict self-sacrifice and transcending their own borders: the border of life, in the search
of the definitive and transcendent unity. Also, the border of reason, that will lead towards a new syntax
that melts and celebrates a new and sacred lost world. Finally, the border of the identity: It will foster the
birth of a polyform voice that integrates the opposites harmoniously. This way the three episodes created
by Vicente Valero portray three “escapes”. Three escapes that aspire, however to a higher and different
integration of all.
“The style of Vicente Valero is clean, precise. With a slow-burning language that never decays. Valero’s
literature is a shelter. I suggest you dwell in it for a while.” Antonio Lucas, El Mundo
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CARLOS PARDO
El viaje a pie de Johann Sebastian
(The Walking Journey by Johann Sebastian)
978-84-16291-00-7 | 240 pages

Can the story of an eccentric family become a symbol
of a country and an era? Is originality the most common
expectation? Shall one narrate a life or narrate against life?
In The Walking Journey of Johann Sebastian Carlos Pardo
continues exploring autobiography as a fiction genre.
The plot? A small-town woman babysits and works as
a housekeeper in Madrid. She gets engaged to the young
gentleman of the house, a young engineer, with whom she
has five children, each of them very individual: two rock
musicians, a mechanic, a waiter and a poet. None finish
school. There’s divorce. The mother falls ill. One at a time
the children lose it. The retired father takes up competing in
triathlons as an athlete, enjoys big time success and goes on
to open a gym until he suffers a stroke on a bicycle on the
side of a road. The reckless children care for the father and
mother. But the plot, in this case, is what happens before the
novel, and The Walking Journey of Johann Sebastian does
not tell this story but rather what has slipped out of it: through music, street dandyism, humour, arts and
politics.
The author offers readers a brief romantic tale in the middle of this novel of rare tenderness: Johann
Sebastian Bach, twenty years old, an orphan, travels from Arnstadt to Lübeck to replace his teacher,
organist Buxtehude; a small allegorical machination that introduces subtle nuances to the rest of the plot
radically altering the realistic premises of the narrative. Thus, the story of a family, both original and
mediocre, can encapsulate the slow decline of a person and the carefree approach the autobiographical
narrator manages to add to the possibilities of the story, any story, at a time the market price of experience
has lost its face value.
“Carlos Pardo has written a brilliant novel that lives up to the new demands of this literary genre.”
J. Ernesto Ayala-Dip, El País
“A devastating legacy. Carlos Pardo describes the disintegration of a middle-class family.” Juan Ángel
Juristo, ABC
“This novel shows us a family tearing apart through the years and fictions: Through rows and making
lame amendments. It shows a vanishing social status that was taken for granted but lacked any solid
foundation.” Nadal Suau, El Mundo
“In The Walking Journey... Carlos Pardo tells it all, like a Karl Ove Knausgard with dandy-ascetic-like delusions
and bold lucidity, almost unbearable. And with tons of black humor.” Kiko Amat, La Vanguardia
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Carlos Pardo was born in Madrid
in 1975. He is one of the most
renowned poets of his generation
and the author of a brief body of
work that has won awards and
been published by some of the top
Spanish collections of poetry.

Vida de Pablo (Life of Pablo) 978-84-92865-30-7 | 312 pages

“A splendid debut.” Elvira Navarro, Qué leer
“Small neighborhood Gatsbys who walk with pride and with fear that they
will be spit on for their peculiarity and their importance in a provincial
city that watches, hates, envies and insults them.” Gabriel Núñez Hervás,
Rockdelux
“One of the most original books on love and other vices that has been
published. A cross‐cutting book, unconfined to any one generation,
cultish, uninhibited yet modest, full of references, readings and music.”
Javier Rioyo, el boomeran(g)

Life of Pablo is the portrait of a generation that, on one hand, doesn’t spurn modern usage (applied to a
completely current topic and narrative style, with a dash of Beckett and the avant-garde), but is perfectly
rooted in the Bildungsroman tradition. It is a coming-of-age novel that recovers the liveliness and pace
of literature from the end of the 18th and beginning of the 19th centuries (Sterne, Diderot, Jean Paul), one
of the most fertile times in contemporary storytelling. On the other hand, this novel, which mixes several
registers ranging from the picturesque to philosophical ramblings, explores the grey areas separating
biography from fiction, and the social anomalies hidden behind our culture of wellbeing. Life of Pablo can
be read as a generational chronicle of youth condemned to marginalization in the leisure industry. It can
also be seen as a book that witnesses the cooling of a friendship with curiosity.
Pablo is a young artist in a city in Southern Spain who has hung up his paintbrushes to work in a bar, where
he tries to make his own expiration art. The narrator (an arrogant young poet who struggles to get by as a
DJ) decides to become his biographer and launches into a picturesque portrait of Pablo and the characters
that surround him, who are all one step from social marginalization. However several digressions prevent
him from finishing his biography, starting with the most important digression: love. And what at first
glance can seem like a novel about “sex, drugs and rock’n’roll” turns out to be the demystification of an
imperfect first love and its ups and downs.
It is a story of goodbyes and reconciliations, the fulfillment of which is blown away in a dust of mistrust
and nostalgia (like a line of cocaine).
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DIAMELA ELTIT
“I belong to the group of Chilean writers that remained in the country during Pinochet’s dictatorship and, as
a cultural rescue action, we built the ‘inxile’ or interior exile. For more than 30 years, we went from violence
as a daily situation to a market violence produced by a really intensified neoliberalism.” Diamela Eltit

Diamela Eltit was born in Santiago de Chile in 1949. She is one of the most important figures in current
Latin American literature. During –and against– General Pinochet’s dictatorship, she was a member
of the prestigious art collective CADA. In 1983, Eltit published her first novel, Lumpérica, which
inaugurated a literary world that was as personal as challenging; this novel was followed by Por la patria
(1986), El cuarto mundo (1988), Vaca sagrada (1991), Los vigilantes (1994), Los trabajadores de la
muerte (1998), Mano de obra (2002) or Impuesto a la carne (2010), besides several essays. She has been
visiting professor at Columbia, Berkeley, Stanford and John Hopkins , among other universities, and
currently she is a teacher at NYU and University of Cambridge.

Jamás el fuego nunca (Never Ever Did the Fire)
978-84-92865-57-4 | 216 pages

The title of this enthralling, devastating novel comes from an enigmatic verse
written by Peruvian poet César Vallejo, which somehow anticipates the story
of a passion (a fire) that was born under the sign of a failure, together with
the story, beyond the threshold of death, of a defeated leftist revolutionary
project. The main characters, a woman (the narrator) and her couple, seem
to be installed in a time that is no longer theirs’, a new century, a new
millennium, and from that perspective they judge how futile their adventure
has been. Everything occurs in a reduced space, a room that is also a world
with an order, one would say, of its own and almost ghostly: the proper space,
perhaps, to talk about the downfall of ideologies and bodies.
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Displaying a prose that has no fear of the convulsive beauty demanded by André Breton, Diamela Eltit,
one of the greatest names in Latin American literature of the turn of the 20th Century, has constructed an
impressively effective narrative, a sort of definitive obituary
of a common experience, a failure shared by a whole generation that believed in a social revolutionary
project that eventually would not succeed.
For any reader, Never Ever Did the Fire constitutes a top literary experience, as it masterfully dares to
situate on the same level of reflection both political and private commitment, motherhood, and many
other topics that nurture this novel with fertile contradictions.
“Diamela Eltit has successfully weathered the demands of the market, making reading a critical task
of language, and the book a conspiratorial tool against the dominant order. Her books make reading
something seditious and clandestine, an anarchist vocation, with radical aesthetics and uncompromising
style.” Julio Ortega, El País
“Eltit’s work is consistent with the political frustration caused by the resulting linguistic failure of the inability
to understand the revolutionary experience with a language which is no longer used socially. Perhaps it is the
perfection and the radicalism of that failure which is the main triumph of this Chilean writer’s work.” Patricio
Pron, Letras Libres

Fuerzas especiales (Specials Forces)
978-84-16291-05-2 | 176 pages

In Specials Forces, Eltit’s tenth novel, the protagonist is a
young woman from the slums who prostitutes herself for
little money. Her father is out of work and her mother is
dying. A world under siege and on state of alert; a small
universe of housing blocks surrounded by violence,
police harassment and fear. A fear that is imprinted on
every page of this novel and conditions every act, every
word of its protagonist.
The title is a reference to the Chilean police’s Specials
Forces, who evict students from schools on strike as well
as raid Mapuche communities. But it also hints at the
forces needed to resist in a slum and its tiny living spaces.
There, the prostitute delves into the cyber world as a way
of evading herself, a bleak oppressive space for sex trade.
“I go to the cyber café as a woman in search of her
food on the screens. Everyone eats each other. They
eat me, too, they pull my underwear down in front of
the screens. Or do I do it myself, pulling them down
mesmerised by the magnetic glow of computers?”
Once again Eltit deals with violence and the marks it leaves on the body, common themes in her
work, and her language is like a sharp knife that describes police and political brutality amidst family
longings and disease. The author herself has said: “While some progress has been made in Chile we
have a widespread social plague that is inequality, the largest in history. This is where its brand turns
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bolder, and while poverty levels may have decreased, inequality has grown. All of Chile’s economic
wealth to only benefit 1% of the population? In Chile there is no limit to wealth, it is a laboratory of
neoliberalism; no other country has such high-quality health care and no free public university. Are these
the underpinnings of Pinochet’s Constitution?”
“Specials Forces is one of the best novels ever written in Spanish that I have read lately. It is so thanks to its
narrative superiority and perspective in which it is narrated.” J. Ernesto Ayala-Dip, El País
“Eltit’s literary universe was forged during Pinochet’s dictatorship. She participated in the active commitment
and cultural dissidence from within. Her writing reflects that combative mixture of poetry, consciousnessshaking and politics.” Héctor J. Porto, La Voz de Galicia
“A reality where marginality, horror, hopelessness and violence are made institutional by the Chilean State
and meet in an obscene reality in the moral and sexual sense: It’s the dreadful and cruel last novel by
Diamela Eltit.” Joaquín Arnáiz, La Razón
“The obsessive repetitive style reminds at times Thomas Bernhard. It seeks out to make the reader feel
the work and to perceive it in an intuitive way rather than rationally. It doesn’t pretend to be understood
intellectually. The reading increasingly gains rationality when the universal character of the story is then
understood and its metaphorical sense. The characters take shape, and her literature is groundbreaking and
top quality for savvy brave readers.” Ascensión Rivas, El Mundo

NICOLÁS CABRAL
“Going against the realism in vogue for much of contemporary
Mexican narrative, the novel does not strive to map precise streets
and locations but, as stated in its title, transmutes its characters,
their environment and story into forms, shapes which are considered
abstractly until just the basic lines are left to recognize, expose,
explore and create. Every word, like a piece of a jigsaw, fits with the
other; each episode contributes an aspect that lays the foundations
for the entire structure.” Antonio Ortuño, El Universal

Catálogo de formas (Forms Catalogue) 978-84-92865-89-5 | 104 pages
The protagonist of this short novel, the author’s first, is an architect.
An architect who at first believes in the power of modern technology,
then becomes disenchanted with it and ends up populating the forest
with useless buildings. The narrative, however, does not take readers
from one point to another in a linear fashion. This is not a biography,
but a cubist portrait.
In Forms Catalogue the architect’s monologues alternate with the testimonies of those characters who
share their lives in a singular vision of art and love as much as sex and terror, to quote Pascal Quignard.
There is, throughout this first captivating and demanding novel, jumps in time and space, changes in
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viewpoints, shifts in language. We read the architect and his witnesses without quite knowing what part of
the story we are in, but that is actually irrelevant: the novel does not ask the reader to assemble a jigsaw,
but to move forward between the chorus of voices that construct the text, enthralled and amazed at the
same time.
Nicolás Cabral was born in Córdoba, Argentina, in 1975. The son
of exiles, he now lives in Mexico City. Majored as an architect,
Cabral is the editor of the arts magazine La Tempestad. His essays
and stories have appeared in various anthologies and publications in
the Spanish-speaking world. Forms Catalogue is his first novel. He
is also the author of Las Moradas (The Dwellings), which will be
published soon by Periférica.

CARLOS LABBÉ
Selected by GRANTA for their anthology The Best of Young Spanish Language Novelists
“Clearly thoughtful, intelligent, well assembled, and despite it all, unsettling and terrifying.” Patricia
Espinosa, Las Últimas Noticias
Carlos Labbé was born in Santiago de Chile in 1977.
He graduated in Liberal Arts with a thesis on Juan
Carlos Onetti. Later he received a Doctorate with a
thesis on Roberto Bolaño. Pop musician, screenwriter
for film and television, literary critic, anthologist,
university professor, and ex director of Planeta Chile.
The magazine Qué pasa selected him as one of today’s
most promising Latin American authors.

Navidad y Matanza (Navidad and Matanza) 978-84-935492-1-3 | 176 pages
“It is possible that this year you will read some books with striking artistic value.
This, without a doubt, will be one of them.” J. Ernesto Ayala‐Dip, El País
The reader of Navidad and Matanza has to decipher which of these stories is
not an alegory: a teenager and his chauffeur drive along beaches in a Cadillac,
tricking bathers and stealing their towels; seven scientists lock themselves in
an isolated North American laboratory until they come up with the formula
for a drug called «the ecstasy of hate»; a melancholy journalist investigates
the disappearance of a pair of young siblings, Bruno and Alicia Vivar, during
an exclusive international celebration held on the coast of Chile. Like a
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Chesterton novel, the characters in Navidad and Matanza change identities on every page in order to
force the limits of their stories and reach the very author of this novel –the young Chilean writer Carlos
Labbé– like a board game whose place markers advance towards an unthinkable ending. A novel game
that is, above all, an excellent and vigorous portrayal of truly distinctive characters. And a writer who
many consider to be one of the heirs to Roberto Bolaño.
Rights sold: English –USA– (Open Letter Books)

Piezas secretas contra el mundo (Secret Pieces Against the World)
978-84-92865-84-0 | 224 pages

A student is accused of burning down her university library in Norway,
but has escaped to Aysén –in the southernmost tip of Chile– to send
out-of-love notes to her partner whilst writing the script for a video
game in which the reader must decide whether landscapes will be
devastated by the salmon industry, a series of unsolved murders or a
huge fire, and also if a couple can manage to escape the devastation
through literary dialogue.
Secret Pieces Against the World explores the likely relationships of love,
attachment and damage between people and that wide open space which
can be nature, the urban landscape and also the never-ending amount of
electronic information. With mind-blowing, flexible and clever prose,
Labbé advocates that the best literature always belongs to a foreign land,
always more vast and unexpected than it appears on the surface.
Is there another option for the novel than to confront Sebald with Lezama Lima, Faulkner with Borges,
Bolaño with Beckett and Diamela Eltit with Cormac McCarthy?
“Labbé’s jigsaw novel vindicates literature as a weapon loaded with political and social grenades. The beauty
of Labbé’s dense prose and his skill provoke deep thought on readers.” María Teresa Lezcano, Sur

Caracteres blancos (Blank Characters) 978-84-92865-32-1 | 160 pages
“His work seems like an answer to the imminent destruction of the known
world.” Arturo García Ramos, ABC
“A profound reflection on invention and love.” J. Ernesto Ayala‐Dip, El País
A man and a woman decide to run away from the city and escape to
the desert, carrying with them only two bottles of water and a blank
notebook. Blinded by the sun, they fill their starving days reading to each
other the chapters they’d written in white ink on the notebook: the time
a father finds out his daughter is a fish, the day the parks and gardens had
been permanently shut under lock and chain, the adventures of a wannabe
writer around the beaches of Argentina; the rewriting of a Buddhist text
based on Nathaniel Hawthorne’s book, Dhammapada, and Onetti’s The
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Brief Life; the possibility that someone may be living on the stairs of a building, the student who asks city
centre clerks about the Soul of Santiago, the murderer who blames Dimú for his crimes, the prophetic
vision that Pythagoras had of the battlefields of Rancagua and the night a messy oil spill could have been
avoided by building an ark.
Blank Characters, young Chilean writer Carlos Labbé’s –one of Latin America’s most peculiar
storytellers– first short stories book is also a novel made up of stories that question whether swaying
between delirium and austerity is the only way to speak one’s mind –starving in the desert– about love.

Locuela (Peculiarity) 978-84-92865-04-8 | 256 pages
“The characters in Locuela are solitary individuals who are reflected in
all levels of the story. They try to separate the apparent from the real
and discover the true existence of the others, because no one writes
from a state of happiness.” José Promis, El Mercurio
Peculiarity is a detective novel that is forever interrupted by the arrival
of the true mystery: in the wake of the silence that unites and separates
a couple, Carlos and Elisa, in the wake of the game that isolates albino
twins Alicia and Violeta from the best summer afternoons, in the wake
of the fate of Neutria –a city that disappears with childhood and
returns with desire– and in the wake of a Chilean literary movement
that could be the latest avant-garde as well as being a great forgery, are
the questions of who is writing to whom in a novel, the author or the
reader. Can an intimate diary be a lover letter at the same time? Is it possible to rewrite Onetti if he rewrote
Faulkner and, above all, how do you make a novel about desire and permanence without ending up writing
about the mysteries of death?
Rights sold: English –USA– (Open Letter Books), Turkish (Notos Kitap)

MAXIMILIANO BARRIENTOS
“Maximiliano Barrientos is a master of profound images,
of the intersections where fates cross, those small invisible
motors that narrate the world.” Fabián Casas
“Barrientos’s work slowly creates a great epic from the
urban sprawl of Santa Cruz today, but it is a curious epic
that focuses more on interior silence than on the great
monument. Barrientos’s characters are young people
that aren’t afraid to grow up; the problem is that they
have done so and have only found disappointment, the
end of their dreams, the great rupture, unconfessable
pain.” Edmundo Paz Soldán
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Maximiliano Barrientos was born in Santa Cruz de la Sierra, Bolivia, in 1979. He is one of the most
notable young writers in his country and a key figure in the new Latin American literature. His articles
on literature, music and film, as well as some of his reports, have been published in the main Bolivian
magazines and cultural supplements. In 2009, he received the Santa Cruz National Literature Award. He
currently works as a university professor and gives creative writing and film criticism workshops.

La desaparición del paisaje
(The Disappearance of the Landscape)
978-84-92865-34-5 | 272 pages

The Disappearance of the Landscape is a novel that could join
that sort of contemporary epic that some theorists call “return
fiction”, but it does not tell the story of a reconciliation but rather
the story of an estrangement: it tells the story of how, when we
return to the land of our affections, we return as if strangers.
Vitor Flanagan escaped from Santa Cruz, Bolivia, because his
mother had died when he was a child and as an adult he realised
that leaving was the only way to avoid turning into his father, an
alcoholic who used to fight anyone who would came across him
because the poetics of violence was a pace that helped him dealing
with the death of his wife.
Twelve years after having led an erratic life in the United States,
Vitor comes back to his hometown having lost all contact with
the people who used to love him. His father had already died, but
his ghost was still there.
This is a novel about guilt, about the pressing need to connect with what had been left behind, about
Bolivian middle class (a hard thing to pinpoint in times of daunting social change); about forever-childless
children coping with mourning the death of a father. It is a novel intruded by the voice of the Father, a
ubiquitous, toxic but redemptive presence. It is about alcoholism, which becomes the characters’ true
homeland at many different levels; about revenge; about the responsibility that comes with outliving your
loved ones; about the ethics of dealing with that kind of loneliness, the loneliness of being a survivor.
“The clashes this book portraits are the ones we all come across with at some stage. ‘Life is not about the
decay of images’”, mentions the narrator in regards of a picture where both the uncle and the father of
the protagonist pose at their teen years next to a deer. ‘Life is about how we grow old, and about how
those images are kept intact, unpolluted, protected from our own bodies on the silent march of disease’.
Barrientos speaks about that useless drive to reconquer what is long gone.” José Andrés Rojo, El País
“Maximiliano Barrientos has written a powerful novel on the return of a man to Bolivia after a decade
wandering around the US. His city greets him in the shape of a woman, three women in particular: his
stepmother, his sister and his ex girlfriend.” Eugenio Fuentes, La Nueva España
“The Disappearance of the Landscape is a novel that rebuilds the family and land identity. From there, it
rebuilds the individuality of a human being in his on memory identity as well as his rusty sense of land.
Maximiliano Barrientos is an author who draws the word like a sword.” Teresa Lezcano, Sur
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Fotos tuyas cuando empiezas a envejecer
(Photos of Your When You Start to Get Old)
978-84-92865-33-8 | 136 pages

Photos of Your When You Start to Get Old deals with loss and all that
surrounds it, that difficult process of rebuilding that comes about
when the life one wanted to have is no longer possible. The characters
in these stories are very young at the beginning of the book. But
they will experience life and its defeats as the stories progress. They
almost make up a single novel, as they all live the same experience:
university, disenchantment, first failures. They want to be doctors and
lawyers, but also rock stars, and they listen to songs that make up the
soundtrack to falling in love and then out of love. These beautiful,
melancholy interconnected stories, in their own way, all deal with
the subtle disappointments –and surprises— involved in not being so
young any more, and in the end being aware of this. They are about
friends and lovers, about the loneliness that inhabits all of those
spaces. They are about memory, the way we live with the past, the way it leaks through and pollutes us
with its ghosts and with the places we have left behind and can no longer return to.

Hoteles (Hotels) 978-84-92865-34-5 | 128 pages
In the novella Hotels a porn actor and actress run away from their
former lives in a black Chrysler Imperial with the woman’s daughter,
who is still a child. They drive under the harsh sun, down unchanging
roads, through inhospitable landscapes and by dead horses: the
landscapes of poor countries. Each of them tells the story of that trip,
their escape to nowhere, but it is a fourth voice, that of a documentary
director fascinated by the story, that, from the present, tells us of just
how much of those three solitary characters we all carry within us.
The past is, in this magnetic novel, a nebulous territory that is
impossible to escape from and, although the trip manages to transform
the most impersonal places –cafés, hotels, laundromats– into special
spots imbued with meaning, the weight of what they have experienced,
what they abandoned, seems to doom the characters –all of them– to a
certain rootlessness, to the sensation of being outsiders wherever they
go… Although their return might be, the reader thinks upon closing the
book, a new type of rebirth.
Rights sold: Portuguese –Brazil– (Rocco)

“We have to thank Maximiliano Barrientos for his bravery in getting so close to his characters and
for the enviable power of his writing, which is direct and highly visual, populated with memorable
visions, with stories that multiply and split, with ideas that wound, with solid characters, always
travelling, tourists in the center of their own emotions.” Rodrigo Hasbún
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JONI B

Graphic Novel

Joni B was born in San Carlos (Colombia) in 1981. He
studied Fine Arts at the National University of Colombia
in Medellin and is currently a professor at the University
of Antioquia. Considered one of the biggest names of new
Latin American comic strips, he has participated in numerous
exhibitions from Buenos Aires to Lucerne, Bogotá to
Paris. He is one of the cofounders of the Robot publishing
house and author of the graphic novel Parque del Poblado
(El Poblado Park) (2011). Part of the book now published
by Periférica appeared in France in 2010 under the title
Chronique colombienne.
A Supermán (with written accent on the ‘a’ indeed), a smoker
and a drunk who seems more the result of dirty realism than
magic realism. Bored teenagers who pass the time killing
zombies or fleeing Earth for Mars. Post-teen love and rites of
passage. Melancholy and action.
Both Bret Easton Ellis and Philip K. Dick, Bukowski and the
Pixies resonate in these four stories which skillfully merge
genres: the “Latin American dictators” novel with science-fiction, comedy with gore.
But above all the traces it is the author’s voice that speaks with fresh wisdom and humour about teenage
boredom and the longing for happiness, in any epoch, in any place.
“Monochromatic yet extraordinary lives lived in two dimensions, where hints of dirty realism and
science-fiction can be spotted.” Diego Gómez Agudelo, El Colombiano
“The bittersweet teen comedy goes hand in hand with the imagination of a nerdy collector with great
irony and important issues of transition to adulthood: Peter Pan-ism and the doubts ahead of emotional
commitment.” Valentín Vañó, El País
“Superheroes with few ideals, pot-bellied, pliant and drug-addicted, where the lines in the eternal struggle
between good and evil are blurred. A necessary read recommended for shaking up the conventions that
have a hold on us from the inside.” Miguel Ferrary, La Opinión de Málaga

Maldito planeta azul (Damned Blue Planet) 978-84-92865-65-9 | 128 pages
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MACO

Graphic Novel

Maco was born in Montevideo, Uruguay,
in 1987. Despite being so young, she is
considered as one of the most important
comic book artists in Latin America. Her
work has managed to build itself a very
particular tradition that includes Hergé,
Winsor McCay and Chris Ware; Guido
Crepax and Viuti; Martin Handford and
Jim Woodring. Aloha, her first book, was
received with enthusiasm by Argentine and
Uruguayan specialized critics.
There is a ghost in a haunted house, a
travel in time, snow that looks like lemon
ice-cream, even an encounter with Death.
There is wit, tenderness and humour. At
some moments, there are dialogues; at some
others, words are not necessary. An interior
road movie. A world of risk and wonder
where you travel without leaving the page.
A narrative game, frame by frame.
“Exquisitely designed pages and a sleek and stylish design.” Página 12
“Extreme detail that is still warm... A strong but thin line... A goldsmith’s design, almost surgical... His
way of reconfiguring the cartoons are a happily impossible space.” Los Inrockuptibles
“I love Maco, I think she’s great.” Liniers

Aloha 978-84-92865-63-5 | 64 pages
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